
 

 

 

Design 

Name RTE - One Person Reel - Hose 

Item number 21000B-xxx 

Lenght 910 mm 

Width 950 mm 

Height 1.400 mm 

Wheel  Ø 550 mm 

Tare weight 55 kg 

Standard scop of  
delivery  

- Reel for 20 m hose storz B 
- Mounting hook 740 mm width 
- Dead man brakes  
- Wheels filled with air  

One Person Reel 
Hose 

Describtion 

The RTE One Person Reel hose is due to its stainless materials for all weather usable. Unlocked ist the One 
Person Reel easy and intuitive with one hand. The brake bar is inactivated with little force by one hand but due 
to the continuous  bar also operated with two hands.  
On the reel there can be stored 8 hoses 20 m with storz B and if necessary unwound easy by one man.  

Ergonomic brackets for the following loads  

Artikelnummer Stk. Bezeichnung 

200825 8 Delivery hose 20 m, 
Storz B 

Additional brackets for the following loads  

Artikelnummer Stk. Bezeichnung 

271500 1 Hydrant standpipe mo-
del 2B 

269700 1 Wrench for under-
ground hydrant 

584589 1 Spanner for pillar type 
hydrant 

275400  Coupling spanner ABC 

Additional brackets for the following loads  

Artikelnummer Stk. Bezeichnung 

266120 1 System separator AWG 



 

 

 

One Person Reel  
Details 

Dimension Standard dimensions: 910 mm x 950 mm x 1.400 mm (L x W x H) 
Dimension can be different at other variants! 

Design Use of stainless components. 
Usage at any weather possible 

Wheels Wheels, filled with air, provides best properties for usage also on unsecured roads.  

Dead man brakes  The One Person Reel is equiped with two ideal designed brakes, which are for protection 
placed under a mudguard. 
If not pulled the dead man brake, the One Person Reel stops immediately. 

Details 

Mounting hook, 
stainless 

Brakes under  
mudguard 

Rubber for  
vertical lay  

Ergonomic brake 
bar 

Foot for safe place-
ment 

Optical lock controll 

Unlocking bar Rubber to avoid swin-
ging while driving 
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Contact 

ROSENBAUER INTERNATIONAL AG 
Paschinger Straße 90 
4060 Leonding, Austria 
Tel.: +43 732 6794-0  
Fax: +43 732 6794-91 
 
www.rosenbauer.com 

Text and illustrations are not binding. The illustrations may show optional extras only available at extra charge. Rosenbauer retains the 
right to alter specifications and dimensions given herein without prior notice. 


